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Abstract
Canned beer samples obtained from Romania factories were analyzed for the double sealed parameters like body hook
and seam gap. Sampling location was Bucharest (Romania). Deviant variation from standard was found in 12 from 18
samples analyzed. Also several measurements showed how standard cans look like and were compared with the other
ones. The results of previous studies showed that the defective values of double seam may conduct to leakage of liquids
or vapors into or out of the can or to the bacteria contaminations. The double seam, then, is an interlocked metal-tometal joint that provides the hermetic seal. The small voids that naturally occur in this metal-to-metal joint are filled by
the sealing compound when it is under proper compression (seam tightness). The experiments revealed that voids can
become larger and more apt to cause leakage through the double seams when these common conditions exist.
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INTRODUCTION
Double seamer problems are very common in
the process of filling and ending Aluminum
cans for beer and beverages. Several parts of
the tin plate can are influential in the canning
process, but most relevant discuss is about
seam and its most common defects. The
development of double seam is the result of
two separate operations precisely related in
timing.
In the first part of the seaming process, the end
curl is clinched to the body flange. The end is
made of three thickness, while the can is made
of two thickness. The purpose of the second
operation during the process is to complete the
closing by pressing this thickness tightly. The
sealing compound, previously applied to the
end, will form an elastic gasket to compensate
the imperfections and ensure an hermetic
closure can. Measurements, visual inspections
and tests can be used in order to note variations
in the finished seam (Bill Armsden, 1999).
Part of researches tries to underline some of the
visual defects that can be evident in the general
aspect of the can. The visual aspect of the
closing is very important for the quality and it
may conduct to serious defect that can affect
the innocuity of the filled beverage (Seam
control, IMETA, 2014).
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Many common seamer problems are not
handled accurately due to the inadequacy of
operators to find the correct cause. This can be
time consuming as fabricating is shut while the
specialist efforts to adjust the difficulty on the
seamer. In some cases, a corner of the chuck or
roll can be damaged in one area, which can
cause scuffing, wrinkle (tightness issue), sharp
seam or various other problems. A cracked
chuck can cause the double seam thickness to
vary and even cause a bump that can
compromise the integrity of the can's vacuum
hermetic seal (BCME, 2005).
There are abundant systems of controlling the
seam but one method is the use of a special
projector. This system only serves to check one
cut section of the seam. In case a incomplete
seam takes place in one head, it is compulsory
to control a second one from the same head
before conducting to the adjustment (Bill
Armsden, 1999). In case of a sizable defect the
seamer has to be carefully examined before
additionally controls. On high speed lines
hundreds or thousands of scraps can pass if the
machine is not instantly inspected and an action
is not taken (Ferrum Can Seaming Machine,
2007).
In order to obtain good results from the control
tests it is important to take note of all the
measurements taken and to consider the results
as a definite rule.
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Actual Overlap
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Thee actual ov
verlap refeers to the amount byy
wh
hich the bo
ody Hook and the end Hookk

overlap each other within the double seam. The
Actual Overlap is calculated from the following
formula.

Table 1: Double seam control analysis – batch 1
Head CHT CSK SHT STH BHK OL CHK SGP BHB Tight
no. mean mean mean mean mean mean mean mean min ness

1

Actual Overlap = EH + BH + (1.1 x te) – SL

2

EH = End Hook

3

BH = Body Hook

4

SL = Seam Length

5
6

te = End Thickness

7

Critical Parameters:

8

Body Hook Butting (BHB)

168,0
9
167,9
1
168,3
1
168,1
2
168,2
2
168,2
9
168,1
4
168,1
2

tol + 168,4

6,78 2,46 1,22 1,77 1,28 1,67 0,04

90

99

6,79 2,43 1,24 1,76 1,27 1,66 0,05

92

99

6,91 2,41 1,19 1,68 1,23 1,64 0,05

90

99

6,73 2,46 1,23 1,77 1,29 1,72 0,04

88

99

2,48 1,18 1,63 0,96 1,55 0,04

81

99

6,89 2,42 1,19 1,55 1,06 1,64 0,05

80

99

6,81 2,46 1,22 1,69 1,18 1,66 0,04

85

99

6,79 2,46 1,24

7

7

tol - 167,6 6,7

The length of the Body Hook in relation to the
internal length of the Seam must be sufficient
to ensure that it is embedded into the lining
compound. This is calculated by the formula
shown and is the primary sealing area.

1,7

1,08 1,58 0,04

85

99

2,7

1,24

1,8

1,35

1,8

0,07

92

100

2,4

1,12

1,4

0,75

1,4

0

72

99

Out of the 8 samples, all registered values
within the tolerance limits for all the
parameters.

Body Hook Butting = BH – 1.1 tb x100
SL – 1.1(2 te+tb)
BH = Body Hook
SL = Seam Length
tb = Body Thickness
te = End Thickness

Graph 1: Body Hook mean values, batch 1

Sample preparation and measurements

The body hook values were close to the upper
limit of 1.8, but did not exceed it, while the
seam gap values registered median values.

Samples were taken from the production beer
line as the line worked in good parameters.
Also when the line had issues that conduct to
defective sealing of cans multiple batches were
taken for measurement. All the samples were
double cut with the saw and manually, also
Metop machine, measured for all causeless
parameters.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Below are presented the results for a set of
analysis conducted on cans, which had the
results within the normal specifications,
together with a set of the used terminology.

Graph 2: Seam Gap mean values, batch 1
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Next was performed the analysis of a batch
which implied more damaged cans and were
presented the values of two main parameters.
Head
no.

BHK avg.

SGP avg.

1

1,77

0,03

2

1,76

0,03

3

1,67

0,04

4

1,79

0,03

5

1,69

0,02

6

1,78

0,03

7

1,38

0,07

8

1,39

0,08

9

1,41

0,09

10

1,32

0,08

11

1,26

0,09

12

1,28

0,07

13

1,82

0,08

14

1,84

0,09

15

1,81

0,09

16

1,9

0,1

17

1,85

0,07

18

1,87

0,08

tol +

1,8

0,07

tol -

1,4

0

Graph 4: Seam Gap mean values, batch 2
Regarding the Seam Gap analysis, 12 cans out
of 18 registered values outside the tolerance
levels (0.00-0.07), with a maximum measured
value of 0.10, a minimum of 0.02 and an
average of 0.65 .
CONCLUSIONS
It is important to follows a number of factors
which give constant attention to double seams
of high quality. The seam dimensions, the
degree of wrinkle in the cover hook, and the
position and shape of the body and cover hooks
must satisfy pre-determined specifications.
Metal pick-up is where metal from the can or
end has dissolved into the product after this
could be iron or aluminum depending on the
substrate used for the can and end production.
metal pick-up will occur at significant sites of
exposed metal which are in contact with the
product. If good seam quality is not maintained,
metal pick-up can occur anywhere on the can
or end. Experience and test pack monitoring
(under variable double seam conditions) shows
that the most likely source is from the internal
body hook radius of the double seamed can.

Table 2: Double seam control analysis – batch 2

The metal pick-up is caused by the product
reacting with the metal substrate at a site of
exposed metal. In particular the forming of the
body hook during seaming can cause a degree
of lacquer cracking in this region, which results
in potential exposure of the metal substrate.

Graph 3: Body Hook mean values, batch 2
From the 18 cans analyzed, 12 had values of
the body hook outside the tolerance levels
(1.40-1.80). the lowest value was 1.26, the
highest was 1.9, while the average reached
1.64.

The quantity of dissolved metal will determine
if flavour issues become detectable and
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into or out of the can, and maintains the desired
vacuum or pressure in the can.
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If the product is in contact with exposed metal
then dissolution of the metal will start
immediately. The levels of dissolved metal will
increase the longer the storage period. The
levels achieved in a given time will depend on
the amount of exposed metal and the
temperature storage conditions. Cans which are
stored inverted or horizontally will be affected
more so than those stored upright for a similar
time period. It is essential that good seam
control is maintained and the seams are
centered within the industry specification. The
primary objective of the compound within the
double seam is to provide a hermetic seal at all
points of the seam .
The compound will effectively protect any
exposed metal on the body hook radius created
during seaming if the seam thickness values are
centered on nominal and seam gap is
minimized. When the seam thickness is
centered on nominal then the compound will
prevent product access to the body hook radius
area. If the seam gap is high and/or in
combination with a loose double seam then
there is a potential path for the product to gain
access to the exposed metal. Good seam control
(in particular seam gap and seam thickness)
will prevent product ingress to the body hook
radius which is the most common source of
metal pick-up. Additionally good control of
filling conditions, in particular the headspace
air content, will help to reduce the risk of
metallic of flavor issues. The corrosion rates
will be accelerated if there is more oxygen
present. Undercover gassing at the point of
seaming is used by most fillers to reduce the
level of air/oxygen in the headspace.
The hermetic seal performs several functions. It
keeps bacteria out of the can, probably its most
important function. It prevents seepage of the
pack from the can, leakage of liquids or vapors
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